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Wizfuyq Digital Shooting Targets with Foam Dart Toy Shooting
Blaster , 4 Targets Auto Reset Electronic Scoring Toys, Shooting
Toys for Age of 5,6,7,8,9,10+ Years Old Kid/Boys/Girls, for Nerf
Toys Blaster
$20.99 $21.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

Electronic Scoring & Auto Reset Target System: Our target is equipped with 4 target while others are only 3 targets. More fun from 4 targets practice and

challenges. Hit one target to get one point, it will show it on Lcd digital scoreboard. The 4 targets will automatically rebound into position after 2-3 seconds

when all are fall down. The max scores is 60 in the mode. It’s easy for kids to use they just need to trigger the shooter and the real fun will begin.

Surprising Sound & Light Effect Design: It will emit explosions or glass breaking sound effect when you hit down each target. Electric scoring target have

flashing light accompanied by simulated gunshots and broken glass, sound and light effect encouraging the shooter (AA batteries not included). You can enjoy

the fun of shooting game. Equipped withnon-slip mats to prevent it from slipping during use, giving the kids a better gaming experience.

Enjoy Shooting Game & Improve Shooting Skill: Eyes-harmless sighting device helps training children's hands-on ability and hand-eye coordination. Electronic

target let your child express him or herself with this original fun toy! Help with child development, brainpower, memory, confidence, patience, socially and

fosters creativity! Come on, switch on the power button and start your shooting mode! It is a perfect indoor & outdoor toys for kids!

Ideal Birthday & Christmas Gift for Kids: Children can play alone to exercise the shooting skills. Or play with parents, it will be a wonderful parent-child Time.

Fun target are great for Nerf themed party, family gatherings or outdoor entertainment with parents. Great present for kids age 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and

up, adults also can play. Let’ get this auto reset electronic scoring toys. If you have any problem, please contact us.
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